Introduction. Unlike the Koszul complex which comes equipped with the underlying structure of an exterior algebra, the generalized Koszul complexes defined by Buchsbaum in [2] and Buchsbaum-Rim in [5] have lacked an additional multiplicative structure. It is the main purpose of this paper to provide that structure for certain generalized Koszul complexes and by so doing to make them into differential graded algebras such that the remaining complexes become differential graded (right) modules over these algebras. The enriched structure makes possible a simple proof of a previously known result concerning the annihilators of the homologies of generalized Koszul complexes. In addition, it suggests generalizations of various concepts which have made use of the exterior algebra structure of the usual Koszul complex. Thus we are led to consider those local rings which generalize the notion of a local complete intersection and to study several homological invariants of such rings. These rings are CohenMacaulay but since they are not in general Gorenstein, they do not provide a class of rings intermediate between local complete intersections and Gorenstein rings. However, they do have readily computable Betti numbers and rational Poincaré series, and so provide another example of a class of local rings for which this information has been obtained.
In §1 we fix some of the notation used in subsequent sections and review basic properties of generalized Koszul complexes.
§2 presents a related complex originally defined by Eagon and Northcott in [7] . A chain map is constructed from that complex to a suitable generalized Koszul complex which induces an isomorphism on the homology level. The nature of the chain map shows that all cycles in the generalized Koszul complex are homologous to symmetric cycles in a certain minimal subcomplex.
§3 contains the main results of the paper in its Theorems 3.6 and 3.9. The first establishes the existence of a multiplicative structure for generalized Koszul complexes; the second states that for those generalized Koszul complexes defined by a zero map and which are differential graded algebras, the multiplication as well as all higher order Massey operations are trivial.
In §4 these results are exploited in the case of local rings. Certain factor rings of regular local rings called generalized local complete intersections are defined and studied in terms of several homological invariants. It is shown that such rings are Golod rings in the sense of [8] and so have explicitly computed Betti numbers and Poincaré series. Finally, an example is given to show that none of the invariants discussed is by itself sufficient to characterize these generalized complete intersections.
Throughout this paper, all rings will be commutative with an identity element and all modules will be unitary. Module homomorphisms will usually be referred to as maps.
The author wishes to express his gratitude to David Buchsbaum for his many helpful suggestions and for providing valuable assistance as supervisor of the author's doctoral dissertation, upon which much of the material in the present paper is based.
1. Generalized Koszul complexes. We begin by reviewing some of the basic facts about generalized Koszul complexes. Further details can be found in [2] , [5] and [3] .
Let F be a commutative ring with identity. Given an F-module A, denote by A* its dual and by A A and A A* the corresponding exterior algebras over R. For each pair of nonnegative integers p and q define maps uA: A9A* ® /\PA -> A™ A andw>: AqA ® A"A* -> A™ A* as follows: if q = I, a E A*, and a = a, A • • • A ap E APA, let uA(a ® a) = 2 (-l)i+'a(a,) ■ ax A ■■• A a¡ A •-■ A a.. ¡-\ We will let a(a) stand for uA(a ® a). Observe that if ctx, ct2 E A*, then axa2(a) --a2ax(a) which permits us to define uA(ax A • • ■ A aq ® a) = ax • • -aq(á) for decomposable elements a = ax A • ■ • A aq G AqA*. We then extend the definition of uA by linearity to all of A9A* ® APA. Again, we write the image of the map as a(a). Define w¿. to be the composite A"A ® AM* -> A"A** ® ApA* -^* A^9A* where the first map is induced by the natural map from A to A** on the first factor and is the identity map on the second factor.
Given an Ä-module homomorphism/: A -* B let/*, A/, and A/* denote the induced maps on the appropriate duals and exterior algebras. Define «y.: A«5* ® A"A -* r\p-"A by ß ® a h> wA(Af*(ß) ® a) and uf: AqA ® APB* -* Ap~qB* by a ® ß h* <o¿.( A/(a) ® /?). Once again we abbreviate the images of these maps by ß(a) and a(ß) respectively.
Consider now the following slight modification of a reduced Bar complex. Let the complex be S( A/) with So(A/)= AA, B,(Af) = (®Ä~B*~)® AA for t > 0, where ®, stands for the r-fold tensor product, AB* = 2*>o A'5*, and all tensor products are taken over R. The boundary maps rf,: B,(A/)-» S,_|( A/) are defined by setting
Alternatively, these maps may be defined by the recursive formulas
Where y e S,_2( A/). It is then easy to show that (d')2 = 0. and df-p = d\ suitably restricted. Suppose that B is such that A"+IB = A"+IS* = 0. Then for q = n + 1 -p it is possible to lengthen the complex S"*x~p ( Apf) by adding the term Apf: APA -* APB at the end. This can be done since ( A'f) » dxn+l-p-p = 0 by virtue of the fact that A"+l/ = 0. We can now define the generalized Koszul complexes of Buchsbaum [2] and Buchsbaum-Rim [5] .
Definition. Consider a map/: A -» B where B is such that An+,B = An+1B* = 0 for some positive n. The generalized Koszul complex associated with the map Ap/. 1 < P < n, denoted K(Apf), is defined by setting If A and 5 are free F-modules of rank m and n respectively, m > n, then the complexes K(Apf), 1 < p < n, each have length m -n + 1. The following theorem from [2] , [5] , and [6] lists three basic properties of these generalized Koszul complexes. (c) K(A"f) is rigid, i.e., if Hi(K(Apf)) = 0 then Hj(K(Apf)) = 0 for all j > i-2. A minimal subcomplex of K(A"f). Let/be as in the hypotheses of 1.1. An alternate grade sensitive complex of length 01-/1+1 associated with the map A"/: AnRm -» A"F'' was defined by Eagon and Northcott in [7] . In this section we define that complex and construct an explicit chain map from it to K(Anf) which induces an isomorphism on the homology level. Grade sensitivity in the generic case already implies that the two complexes have isomorphic homologies. The construction of a specific chain map inducing the isomorphism shows in addition that all cycles in K( A"/) are homologous to symmetric cycles of lowest possible total degree in a minimal subcomplex.
Given an arbitrary F-module homomorphism /: A -* B and a pair of positive integers p, q it is possible to construct a complex C?( Apf) by setting C\(Apf) = S,(B*) ® Arto-»*'A for t > 0 and £o(A'/) = A^i-M where S(B*) is the symmetric algebra of B*. Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [4] have shown how to obtain the boundary maps for C?( Apf) in a basis-free manner by constructing this complex as the dual of a certain subcomplex of the bigraded algebra A A* ® S(B) in which the map/, identified with an element of A* ® B, becomes a bihomogeneous element of bidegree 1,1 such that/2 = 0. However, to facilitate the construction of a chain map from Cq( Apf) to &( Apf), we will assume B* is free of rank n and has the basis &,...,£,.
Any element in S,(B*) can then be written as a homogeneous form of degree r in &,..., £,• For such a form F" let Ft(k¡) be that part of F, which is expressible as a form in £i,..., i,,..., !". Then /j"-/?(£,) is divisible by {, and so we can define A^î G S,-i(£*) to be the form ( As in the preceding section, the fact that An+lB* = 0 means that the complex C+l-p(Apf) can be augmented by the term A"/: AnA -» A"B. We note that in the present situation, ûn+1-p(Apf) = Cx(Anf) for each/», 1 < p < n.
Definition. Given /: A -* B with B a free Ä-module of rank n, the complex C(A"/) is defined by setting
If /4 is free of rank m,m>n, then C( A"/) is the complex of length m -n + 1 originally defined by Eagon and Northcott [7] . Theorem 1.1 holds for C(Anf).
When the ring R is local with maximal ideal m, C( A"/) has the further property of being minimal in the sense that d(C( A"/)) C m • C(Anf). We now suppose that /: Ä"1 -» A", /n > n, is a map, and observe that both K(A"f) and C( A"/) can be obtained from corresponding generic complexes in the following way. Form the polynomial ring S = R[Xxx,...,Xm"] and let g(m,n): Sm -* S* be the map whose matrix is (X¡¡). It then follows that K(A"f) = K(A"g(m,n))®sS and C(A7) = C(Ang(m,n))®sS where S = S/(X¡j -a0) and (ay) is a matrix representation for/. A key observation of [6] was that HMA"f)) = Tors(Coker Apg(m,n),S), the result following from Northcott's proof that I(m, n) = Ann Coker Ang(m, n) is perfect and depth(/(/n,n);S) = m-n + 1. Since it is equally true that i%(C( A"/)) = Tors(Coker A"g(m,n),S), we have established
We next construct a specific chain map <p: C(Anf) -* K(AHf) which induces this isomorphism. Toward that end we define the map <P? ûx(An+9f) -> (®R"A ® An+9+'Rm C 23} (A^9f) for each integer q, 0 < q < m -n, by the following recursive formulas: «pó7 and <pf = the appropriate identity maps,
Proposition 2.2. For each q, 0 < q < m -n, <p9 is a chain map.
Proof. For each / > 0 and for each q, 0 < q < m -n, we must show that d? ° «P? = <p?-i ° 3? where d9 = dx<"+9 and 9« = 3'-"+«. The proof is by induction on t and q.
Consider first Fx ® a E Rn* ® An+9+xR" = C\( An+9f).
Consequently df ° <pf = <p<j ° 3? which establishes the relationship for f = 1 and for all q.
Now make the induction assumption that df ° <pf = <p?_, o 3? for all/ < f and for all q. Choose pa6 S,(F"') ® An+9+'Rm = £,'( A"+?/). We then have
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where the fourth from the last equality holds because the sum is symmetric in ix and i2 which implies that Proof. To show that <p is a chain map, we need only check that <p commutes with the boundaries in the lowest dimensions. But in that case, % and (ft are identity maps while dx = dx = A1/ so it is certainly true that d\ ° <pi = <p0 ° öi • To see that <p* is an isomorphism, we observe that the corresponding chain map in the generic case, <p(/w, n), specializes to <p. That is, <p = <p(w, n) ®s ls: C( Ang(m, n))®5S->K( Ang(m, n)) ®s Si Since tp(m,n) lifts the identity in dimension zero and both C(Ang(m,n)) and K(A"g(m,n)) are 5-free resolutions of I(m,n), it follows that <p* is an isomorphism. D Definition. Let K(Anf) be the subcomplex <p(C( A1/)) of K(Anf). Remark 2.4 . <p is clearly a monomorphism which means that K(Anf) is a minimal subcomplex of K(A"f) and is isomorphic to C(A"f). Since <p(c,(A7)) c (< §>*"*) ® A,+'-'/r, Ä,( A1/) is generated by all symmetric sums of the form 2«, Äxo ® • • • ® jß^-i) ® a where a is a permutation of / -1 elements and deg ß^ = 1 for each /. Corresponding to the well-known fact that the symmetric tensor power of a free module is a direct summand of the tensor power, we therefore have that K,(Anf) is a direct summand of K,( A1/) for each t. [z] is the homology class of z. But Im <p, = K,(Anf) from which it follows that z must be homologous to a cycle in K,( Anf). O 3. A multiplicative structure for generalized Koszul complexes. In this section we construct a multiplication for K(A"f) making that complex into a differential graded F-algebra. The complexes K(Apf), 1 < p < n, then turn out to be differential graded #(A"/)-modules. One consequence of the multiplicative structure is a simple proof of the fact that Ann Coker A"/ C Ann H(K(Apf)) for each//, 1 < p < n (Theorem 1.1, part (a)). Another is that when/is the zero map, K(Anf) has a trivial multiplication and trivial higher order Massey operations. We begin by setting up the needed machinery and in so doing, make use of several of the maps defined by Buchsbaum in [3] . Proof. Let y and y' be as in the preceding definition and consider y" = ß"x ® • • • ® ß"r ® z G tfr+1( A7). Suppose that ß, G A'F"*, # G A'!F"*, and P'¡EAr<Rn*. We will show that (y * y') * y" = y * (Y * y") G A"p+?+r+3( A7). By definition, 
The next lemma will be used to show that * satisfies the Leibniz formula. where jc,(£) might be a scalar. We can therefore rewrite the sums of (1) (1) = (2) and completes the proof of the proposition. D We can now prove the first main result of this section.
Theorem 3.6. Consider f: Rm -» R", m > n, and let £,,..., i, be a basis for Rn*. Then the maps * induce on K(Attf) the structure of a differential graded R-algebra. The maps * moreover induce on each complex K( Apf), 1 < p < n,the structure of a (right) differential graded K( Anf)-module.
Proof. The major parts of the proof, namely that * is associative, satisfies the Leibniz formula and that K(Apf) * K(Anf) C K(A"f), follow from Proposi- Proof. We shall show that z is homologous to a cycle z" G Zp+q(R( A1/)) of the form (1) *" = 2?;® £",(*,)
where y" G ®p+q.xRn* and ß"} G A'Rn* with t¡ > 0. Then, since /= 0, it follows that Uf = 0 and so ß"j(x) = 0 for each/ Hence z" = 0 which will show that [z] = 0 and complete the proof. We may assume without loss of generality that y,-and y', are decomposable elements. Therefore we may write y, = y, ® x¡, where y, G ®p~x A'kRn* and x¡ G A"+2»* Rm, and express y'¡ in a similar fashion. (1) and completes the proof. D
The second main result of this section now follows.
Theorem 3.9. Iff: Rm -* R",m > n> \, is the zero map, then H(K(Anf)) has trivial Massey operations. In particular, H(K(Anf)) has trivial multiplicative structure.
Remark. The treatment of Massey operations given here is based upon the description given by Gulliksen and Levin in [10] . 4. The local case. In this section we apply the results of §3 to obtain very easily complete information about certain homological invariants of the factor rings of regular local rings called generalized local complete intersections. Throughout this section, R will be a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m, residue class field k = R/m, and m-adic completion R.lf xx,..., x, minimally generate m, let <p: R' ~* R be the map whose matrix is (xXJ) with xXJ = x¡. Then K(<p), or simply A', will denote the ordinary Koszul complex defined by <p and will be called the Koszul complex of R.
We refer to [10] for the definitions and elementary properties of the homological invariants H(K), lorR(k,k), Betti numbers b¡(R), and Poincaré series Pr(z). We observe here that a ring R is characterized by any of these invariants if and only if its completion A is characterized in the same way. Since R is always a factor ring of some regular local ring by the Cohen structure theorem, a characterization of local complete intersections (as defined in [10] ), for example, can be given for those rings R which are assumed to be of the form R = R'/a where R' is regular. Moreover, R' noetherian means that R can be taken to be a proper homomorphic image of R' in the sense that a C m'2. The ring R = R'/a is then a local complete intersection if and only if a can be generated by an .resequence. If a is minimally generated by r elements and/: R'r -* R' is a map such that Coker/ = R, then R is a local complete intersection if and only if K(f) is acyclic.
The following is a well-known and useful fact. Remark. Assmus's characterization [1] of local complete intersections as rings for which H(K) is an exterior algebra on r generators, where R = R'/a and û is minimally generated by r elements, follows from 4.1 by an argument based upon the behavior of the natural map r«: H.(K(f)®R,k) -* Torfi,(/U).
Using the five term exact sequence of low order terms obtained from the Künneth spectral sequence convergent to TorR'(R,k), one finds that K(f) is acyclic if and only if T2 is an epimorphism. But from 4.1, T2 is an epimorphism if and only if (//,(#))2 = H2(K). Details of the proof can be found independently in [9, 2.19] and [11, 10.8] .
Definition. Let F' be a regular local ring and consider a map /: R'm -* R"1, m > 0, such that/(F'm) C m'F'\ Let / = Ann Coker A"/-A ring F of the form R'/I is a generalized local complete intersection of type (01, 0), or briefly a GLCI ring of type (01, 0), if and only if depth(7; F') = 01 -0 + 1, i.e., if and only if H(K(A"f)) is acyclic.
Definition. Following [10] , a local ring F is a Golod ring if and only if H(K) has trivial Massey operations. Proof. If F is a GLCI ring of type (01, 0) then, by 4.1, H(K) m Tor^F,*).
But K(Anf) is an F'-free resolution of F and so H(K) « H(K(Anf) ®R. k) = H(K( A"/)), where/: km -» k" is the zero map. Thus H(K) has trivial Massey operations by Theorem 3.9 and so F is a Golod ring.
The formula for c, = dimk H¡(K) follows by using Proposition 2.1 to obtain the isomorphism H(K) « H(C(Anf)). Since /= 0, the boundary map in the complex C( A"/) is also the zero map and so H(C( A"/)) = C( A"/). For i > 0, this says that H¡(K) « SM(*"*) ® A"+,-,*m which implies that 0 = dim^i*"*) • dimt(A»*-*"') = (" +i~ 2) • (w +7_ ,). D Corollary 43. // F is a GLCI ring of type (m, n) with 0 > 1, then (1) pR(z) = (j + z)'/(\ -2£T' c,zi+x) where t = dim^m/m2 = dimtm'/m'2, (2) b¡ = cxb¡-2 + c2b¡-3 + • • • + cm_B+IÄi_Bi+)1_2 + (') where b¡ = b¡(R) is the ith Betti number of R, (3) ExtR(k,k) with the Yoneda product is finitely generated as an algebra and is generated by elements of degree < t + 1. 
